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Fig. 3
IN RESPONSE TO A TRIGGERING EVENT
RELATED TO A DEFINED PHYSICAL
PLACE, OBTAINING IMAGES OF THE
PHYSICAL PLACE
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LINKING A ROBOTIC DEVICE PLACED IN A PHYSICAL
PLACE TO AN INTERACTIVE INTERFACE INCLUDING A
VIRTUAL 3-D MODEL OF THE PLACE
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TRACKING VIRTUAL MOTION OF AN AVATAR IN THE
INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT RELATIVE TO THE
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CREATION AND USE OF VIRTUAL PLACES

further include determining a surface geometry of the de?ned
place and supplying texture maps to the surface geometry,
using the images. The method may further include creating a
3-D model of the de?ned place in a computer memory using

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

the surface geometry and texture maps, and providing a user
interface for remote access to the 3-D model.

This application claims priority pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 1 19
(e) to US. provisional application Ser. No. 61/352,071, ?led
Jun. 7, 2010, to US. provisional application Ser. No. 61/352,
237, also ?led Jun. 7, 2010, and to US. provisional applica
tion Ser. No. 61/375,394, ?led Aug. 20, 201 0, which applica

In additional aspects, the method may further include
monitoring queries provided to a search engine to detect the
triggering event comprising a rate of queries including an
identi?er for the de?ned physical place exceeding a thresh
old. The method may further include monitoring a current
popularity of online news stories to detect the triggering event
comprising a relative popularity of online articles that include
an identi?er for the de?ned physical place exceeding a thresh
old. The method may fur‘ther include monitoring a real estate
listing to detect the triggering event. The method may further
include monitoring a news feed to detect the triggering event

tions are speci?cally incorporated herein, in their entirety, by
reference.
BACKGROUND

1. Field
The present disclosure relates to computer services for
entertainment, education and commerce.
2. Description of Related Art
Planning residential space utilization can be a dif?cult

problem for ordinary consumers to manage without profes
sional help, yet the cost of professional assistance cannot be
afforded for many people. Three-dimensional computer mod
eling tools exist to assist in space utilization, but setting up
such tools for use in planning a particular space con?guration
in beyond the abilities of many people who might otherwise
be able to make use of such tools. Space planning is a problem
that often arises in the context of residential real estate, par
ticularly when considering the purchase of a new home. How
ever, numerous practical considerations such as affordability

comprising a newsworthy event taking place at the de?ned
physical place. In such case, the obtaining of the images may
20

include obtaining video or photographic images from news
reports of the newsworthy event. The method may further
include enabling use of the 3-D model in an online virtual

world environment, to provide the user interface. In addition,

the method may further include obtaining the images by
25

querying an image database. The method may further include
processing selected ones of the images to remove objects
smaller than a speci?ed size from the selected images, in
response to a user declutter request.

30

In a separate aspect, a method for con?guring a physical
space may include creating a 3-D model of a physical place in
a computer memory using the surface geometry and texture

of professional services, computer skills, time, and access to
properties for sale have made it impracticable for most people

maps taken at least in part from digital images of the physical

to make use of computer modeling in the selection of resi

place. The method may further include serving the 3-D model
in a remotely accessible virtual world interactive interface,

dential real property.
Similar barriers have prevented widespread use of com

35

including independently modeled digital objects appearing in

puter modeling as an educational or entertainment tool in the

the digital images. The method may further include linking

?elds related to current events, for example, in news reporting
or related commentary. News organizations often supplement

real estate listing for property including the physical place.

the virtual world interactive interface for access via an online

In additional aspects, the method may further include

content provided on broadcast channels or in print with Inter

net content, sometimes including interactive applications, to

40

receiving input specifying a minimum object size, and declut
tering the 3-D model by removing objects smaller than the

attract readers and increase page views. However, cost-ben
e?t considerations prevent the widespread use of computer

minimum object size. The method may further include

modeling to report or comment on current news events.

enabling a user to select ones of the independently modeled

With increasing mobility and dispersal of people through
out the world, people with an interest in viewing live events,
such as sporting events for their “home” team, ?nd them

45

ones of the modeled objects in response to user removal of
one or more of the modeled objects. The method may further

selves increasingly unable to attend such events due to geo

graphic distance and other factors. In addition, many people
?nd it inconvenient, undesirable, or even dangerous or, for

this with mobility problems, impossible to attend such events.

50

include enabling the user to select additional modeled objects
from a catalog for adding to the 3-D model, and creating a
record of selected ones of the additional modeled objects in
response to user selection of one or more of the additional

In addition, there is a need to allow people to better enjoy
sporting or other events by sitting close to action on the
playing ?eld, or even having a point of view within the action.

modeled objects. The method may further include enabling
the user to determine placement of the remaining ones of the
modeled objects and the selected ones of the additional mod

There are a limited number of seats near the action, so that

even if people are physically able to attend a baseball game,
for example, there are a limited number of seats behind home
plate. Similarly, certain seats are impossible to occupy, such a
seat on the pitcher’s mound.

objects for removal from the 3-D model, using the virtual
world interactive interface, and creating a record of remaining

55

eled objects in the 3-D model, and creating a placement
record. The method may further include generating an order

for staging the physical place, using the record of remaining
ones of the modeled objects, the record of selected ones of the

additional modeled objects, and the placement record.
SUMMARY

60

The present disclosure presents a method, system and

In a separate aspect, a telepresence method may include
linking a robotic device placed in a physical place to an
interactive interface including a virtual 3-D model of the

apparatus for creation and use of virtual places. In an aspect,

place. The telepresence method may further include tracking

a method for providing a virtual 3-D model of a de?ned

virtual motion of an avatar in the interactive environment

physical place may include obtaining images of a physical
place. The images may be obtained in response to a triggering
event related to the de?ned physical place. The method may

65

relative to the virtual 3-D model. The telepresence method
may further include controlling movement of the robotic
device in the physical place to indicate virtual motion of the
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avatar in the virtual 3 -D model. The telepresence method may
further include emitting a beam of light from the robotic

so as to allow additional three dimensional objects to exist

within the three dimensional model.Actual images of obj ects,
walls, or other elements from the facility may be used to

device to indicate a direction of gaze of the avatar. The tele
presence method may further include operating an audio link
between the robotic device and a user controlling the avatar in

generate the textures utilized to provide texture or realism to

each model. For example, a wall within the facility may be

covered with patterned wallpaper. The image of the wall,

the interactive environment. The telepresence method may
further include projecting an image from the robotic device to

covered by wallpaper, is then used as a texture map for the

wall, making the wall appear not just dimensionally repre
sentative of the wall in the physical facility, but visually

indicate a position of the avatar in the virtual 3-D model. The

telepresence method may further include projecting the

representative as well.
In an aspect, the signal strength of at least one of a plurality
of signals, such as an 801.11N network signal, a cellular
telephone network signal, a cordless telephone signal, or a

image from the robotic device including an image of a user
controlling the avatar in the interactive environment.
Aspects of the above methods and similar methods may be
embodied in a computing device comprising a processor, a
memory, and a network interface. The memory may hold

cellular data network signal, is measured and recorded during
the imaging of the facility. The signal strength at various

instructions that, when executed by the processor, cause the
computing device to perform method and operations as
described above.

Further examples and details of the present technology
may be obtained from the following detailed description. The
drawings referenced in the detailed description are ?rst

selected locations within the place to be modeled may be
recorded in a data structure foruse with the 3-D virtual model.

The signal strength represents a location-speci?c parameter
that may be of interest to a person who later uses the model to
20

described brie?y.

ity, for example, tables, chairs, beds, or other furnishings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an example of a system

25

for performing one or more methods as described herein
related to creation and use of a virtual 3-D space.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an example of a system

FIG. 3 is a ?ow chart showing an example of creating a
using a virtual 3-D space in a news or education application.
FIG. 4 is a ?ow chart showing an example of creating a
using a virtual 3-D space in a real estate application.
FIG. 5 is a ?ow chart showing an example of a telepresence

These objects may then be modeled independently as objects
that can be independently manipulated within the 3-D virtual
model of the place. Thus, for example, a bedroom might be
imaged and a three dimensional space representing the bed
room would be generated, together with three dimensional

objects representing the bed, the nightstand, the television,

for performing one or more methods as described herein

related to telepresence.

obtain information about the place that the model represents.
In another aspect, the semi-automated or automated algo
rithm identi?es independent objects within the place or facil

30

the dresser, and, in some implementations, even some ?xtures

that could be moved via alteration of the physical facility,

such as light switches, power plugs, and overhead lights.
35

These objects can then be rearranged by users of the facility,
replaced with objects drawn from a retail style catalog, or
otherwise manipulated independently of each other and of the

facility.

method.

In an aspect, “anchor points” representing physical char
40

acteristics of the place being modeled, for example, windows,
doors, power plugs, telephone, cable, and network plugs,
wireless signal strength, air conditioning and heating vents,

45

smoke detectors, and similar relatively ?xed characteristics of
the facility, are mapped or recorded. Proximity, strength, or
other characteristics of the anchor points may be used to
guide, limit, or assist users in later manipulation of objects
within the facility. As an example, a user determining where

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It is desirable, therefore, to provide a control method, sys
tem and apparatus for creation and use of virtual places in
education, entertainment and commerce that provides fea
tures not provided in the prior art.
The headings set forth below are merely to aid organization
and readability of the disclosure, and do not limit the dis
closed examples or concepts.

a new television might ?t within a room might specify that the

television’s six foot long plug must reach an outlet, should be

Real Estate and Space Con?guration
A group of photographic images, measurements, video

located where a cable can be run to the television from a cable
50

segments, or a combination thereof is used to image and/or
measure a physical place or facility, such as a residence, and
optionally some or all of its contents. In an aspect, two dimen

then provide the user with a series of suggestions, ratings, or
other indicia of appropriate placement of a new television.
In an aspect, the mapped facility is made available via a

sional photographic images may be utilized in combination
with software that converts two dimensional images into

55

three dimensional models, such as by using the Make3d algo
rithm developed by computer scientists at Stanford Univer
sity, or a similar method. Objects of known size may option
ally be used to provide scale. For example, a dollar bill seen
sitting on a table is of known size, and may be utilized to
determine the size of the objects in the room.
The image may be converted into a three-dimensional
(3-D) computer model, sometimes referred to herein as a 3-D
virtual model, using a semi-automated or automated algo

rithm operating on input images and optionally, measure
ments. The three dimensional model may be comprised of a

plurality of three dimensional objects, and may be con?gured

outlet without crossing a walkway, and should be located
where adequate wireless network signal may be received.
User interface software for using the 3-D virtual model may

wide area network. Via network access, users such as interior

designers or the like may be granted access to a 3-D virtual
model of or a residence or other private space to assist with

design ideas. Data from merchants may be incorporated so
that a user may place new furniture, artwork, or other items
60

within the 3-D virtual model to determine ?t, look, placement
and other factors normally known to the user only after physi
cally placing the items in the facility, or known roughly to the
user by utilizing physical measurements of length of walls
and similar characteristics.

65

A virtual facility using 3-D model of the physical place
may be provided in an online multi-user environment virtual
world environment, or as a stand-alone virtual facility, using
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virtual world software. An owner or manager of the virtual

existing images of home interiors, for example from MTV’s

facility may invite others, in the form of imaged persons,
avatars, or other representative agents, to be present virtually

“Cribs”, from blueprints on ?le with planning agencies, or

within the virtual facility. Real time events within the virtual

are used to generate virtual 3D copies of such homes. The
homes may be placed adjacently on a virtual street, or located
within a mapping system that re?ects their real world loca
tions, or in some combination of actual and arti?cial loca

from a combination of one or more of those or other sources,

facility may be transmitted over the network to other users.

Similarly, real time events may be simulated, such as by
embedding a video feed over the television object within the
facility. The simulated event may correspond to an actual

tions. Such facility may be integrated with a satellite view
mapping system, such as Google Maps or Google Earth, so

event taking place within the corresponding physical facility,

items meeting speci?ed criteria are automatically hidden or,
optionally, not added, to the virtual facility or portions

that a user may be guided virtually through a map or image of
the area to the house, at which point the user would enter the
inventions disclosed herein and be able to tour the interiors.
Users may be allowed to modify the interiors in a non
destructive manner by creating a different dimension or sepa

thereof. The declutter feature may operate as an image pro

rate forked implementation of the facility, whereby their

cessing or modeling tool that excludes objects smaller than a

changes are viewable to them only, to those they permit to see
them, to viewers who desire to see the forked implementation,

but need not do so.

In another aspect, an automated “declutter” feature is used
during creation or use of the 3-D virtual model, whereby

de?ned size from a designated part or all of a 3-D model. The
de?ned size threshold may be de?ned by the user. For
example, a user may select a bathroom area for decluttering

any objects having a largest dimension less than 12 inches,
causing the decluttering to exclude medicine bottles, tooth
paste tubes and similar clutter from appearing in the 3-D
virtual model of the bathroom. Decluttering may be per

or to such other group as the user or system operator deter
20

mines.
A virtual shopping facility is disclosed whereby a user is
presented with a one or more images of a possible purchase
located within the virtual facility. A virtual sales person is

disclosed, whether operated by a human being, and auto

formed at an image processing level to remove speci?ed

mated process, or a combination thereof. The user may, in one

either before or after the model is created. In the alternative,

implementation, be presented with a plurality of side-by-side
or sequential images showing different optional purchases in

the 3-D virtual model may be generated with independent
models for all objects appearing in the initial images, and
smaller modeled objects selectively removed from the space

place within a home. As an example, a user seeking to pur
chase a new television may view numerous televisions placed
in one or a plurality of locations within the room where the

objects from images used in creation of a 3-D virtual model,

using a size feature. Of course, when objects are indepen
dently modeled, an owner of the virtual space may simply
select and remove any undesired objects using a selection
tool.
In another aspect, a selective object viewing feature is
provided. Optionally, a user may determine that certain

25

30

television is to be placed. The salesperson may optionally

35

assist by moving various items within the room to rearrange
the organization of the room to assist in reaching a pleasing
arrangement. Advantageously, the end user may thereby
receive the bene?t of modeling expertise without having to
pay a discrete fee; instead, training costs and the like may be

objects (including areas) are shown only to persons with

absorbed as a general marketing expense.

A wheeled, ?ying, otherwise mobile, or stationary camera,

permissions to see those objects, or to no persons. Thus, for

example, family members may be permitted to see the bed

audio feed, or a plurality of the one or more of those devices

rooms and their contents, and the master bathroom, but not its

contents. Continuing the example, non-family members vir
tually visiting the facility may be restricted from viewing

40

cameras are used. Such audio and/or video facilities may also

be used to virtually tour the facility in real time.
An indicator light, sound, or actual object is disclosed that

such objects or entering those areas. For further example,
permission from the owner or manager of a virtual place may
be required to enable a user to view object of less than a

speci?ed size, or objects that are specially designated as

45

private objects.
The creation and use of virtual places may include a real
time or near real time news location reconstruction and tour

ing facility. Utilizing video, stills, and other images or
descriptions from the site of a news event, together with
pre-existing models of that site, if any, a virtual representation

50

of a place related to a news event may be created. This may
take the form of monitoring various news channels and com

bining news feeds from third party sources, closed captioning
data, OCR of text overlays on the screen and text within the

view of a person virtually within the facility. For example, a
virtual visitor looking at a painting may be indicated by the
presence of a laser pointer dot on the painting. The laser dot
may be con?gured to indicate a particular user, for example
using computer-controlled mirror system to generate a visual
pattern unique to the person that is indicated. This indication
may be accompanied by, or take the form of, a video image.
For example, in the real facility, a projection system may be

indicating that the viewer is looking at the object. In addition,
an audio system may be used to play an audio feed from the
user, or to provide an audio feed from the physical facility to
the virtual facility in the virtual environment. In this way, a
virtual visitor looking at a painting could may with those

structed in virtual 3D form and set up online as a self-con
60

physically present within the facility using the audio system
connected to a computer network, and discuss the painting or

model of a news site may be includes as part of an existing
virtual world system. In either case, users may enter and tour

the virtual news site by remotely accessing the news site.
A virtual tour of a plurality of facilities is also disclosed,
whereby the facilities may be arranged in a manner that does
or does not correspond to their actual physical locations. For
example, a tour of stars homes may be implemented where

permits persons actually within (or virtually within or view
ing) the facility to identify the location and/or direction of

used to place a projected image of a viewer on an object,
55

images (for example, an address painted on a curb), to deter
mine that a facility is being shown. The facility is then recon

tained virtual environment, using any suitable virtual world
hardware/ software system. In the alternative, the virtual 3D

may be utilized to update the arrangement, contents, and
status of the facility. In one implementation, various ?xed

other things. Those physically present would have an indica
tion of the direction of gaze of the virtual visitor, which may
be identi?ed by following the virtual visitor’s pupils, or sim
65

ply by indicating the general ?eld of view available to the
virtual visitor, the direct gaze of the visitor’s avatar, or the
center of the ?eld of view of the visitor.

US 8,694,553 B2
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A shopping and delivery system may be provided whereby

an item ?ts in a given space, proximity to electrical outlets,
adequacy of natural or arti?cial light, and other factors.

users purchase items they want within their physical facility,
and delivery personnel are provided with a plan and are pro

Virtual Box Seat

vided with instructions as to how to deliver and where to

install the purchased items. For example, the delivery person
In another aspect, creation and use of virtual places
includes virtual box seats, whereby those people choose to

nel may be granted access to the corresponding virtual facility
or a printout or other plan generated therefrom. In addition,
such a plan may include an indication of placement of the
items to be delivered within the space. For example, if the

attend an event by viewing it off-site in virtual box seats. In an
aspect, a variant of the inventions might operate as follows:
An enclosed or semi-enclosed area is located within another
establishment, such as a restaurant. The area is referenced
herein as the “virtual box”. The virtual box preferably con

salesperson virtually moved a couch to make room for a
television, the installers may be instructed to do the same

within the real facility. Installers may update the image of the

tains one or more displays, preferably capable of displaying
moving images in three dimensions. In an aspect, such dis
plays would not require the use of 3-D glasses, such as pro

virtual facility, or simply indicate that the alternative arrange

ment proposed by the sales person had been implemented,

thereby updating the arrangement of the facility.
A permissions and sales system may be provided whereby
items purchased or available for purchase in the real world
may be displayed within the virtual facility. In an aspect,
items, particularly brand name items, present in the real world

totype displays introduced by display manufacturers in 2010.
The virtual box is connected to one or more cameras, prefer

ably capable of transmitting three dimensional images, which
cameras are located at the event to be watched via the virtual
20

may be licensed to appear in the virtual world. In this manner,

a Sony television in the real world facility would be permitted
to appear within the virtual facility. A prohibition may be
imposed on the presence of some categories of items, includ

ing all categories of items, or particular items, within the

box.
Taking as an example watching a hockey game from a

virtual box, cameras may be placed behind each goal, at edge
of the ice near the center line, and above the hockey rink in a

position corresponding to traditional stadium boxes. The
25

video feed to the virtual box may be controlled to enable user

virtual facility unless (or optionally regardless of whether)

switching between viewpoints from within the virtual box.

they are present within the real world facility. Items may be
licensed or placed within the virtual facility on paid or other

Fans of the home team might choose to locate their virtual box

terms. Items not owned in the real world may be purchased or

otherwise acquired and displayed within the virtual facility.
An automated and partially automated “staging” system is

30

native implementation, the cameras may track the action, so

that the virtual box point of view moves with the play either in

disclosed, whereby real estate listed for sale or rental in the
real world is imaged and used to create a 3-D virtual model.

Objects and furnishings present in the virtual facility may be
removed using a decluttering feature, or selected objects may
be removed using manual selection. Then, the virtual facility
is furnished using virtual fumishings and other modeled
items selected from a catalog or library of items profession

ally prepared and collected for staging real estate, whether

real time, at the start of each play, as dictated by a rule set
created by the team, box users, or other party, or one demand.
35

plurality of cameras. Alternatively, smooth tracking may be

accomplished by digitally combining portions of the points of
40

45

facility, such as items that weigh little, that require the

home for consideration of purchasing it. The staging system
may be done automatically via algorithms, via a system
where the algorithms make some or all of the initial choices
but a real estate agent or other person makes changes or
corrections, or by a system where the person is assisted in

their choices. For example, the person doing the staging may
be be being presented with lists of places where an object
might ?t, or be enabled able to virtually move objects around
in the virtual facility using a 3-D modeling application.
The use of the virtual facility to redecorate or to alter the
appearance of the facility may be assisted in the same or a
similar manner. In this way, a user might hire a virtual interior

designer who is able to work with the user to redesign the
home, with the computer handling the details such as whether

view of a plurality of cameras where the camera images

overlap or abut each other. In this manner, imagine that 100
cameras are used, set back slightly from the ice, one every six
feet, to ring a hockey rink. The point of view of each camera
covers seven feet. By combining the full or partial view from
multiple cameras, it is possible to digitally move the point of
view of the virtual box freely, to simulate any position around

the hockey rink. Used in conjunction with football, for
example, the box might be made to moveivirtually moving

assigned to items that are less expensive to place within the
removal of fewer existing furnishings, and so forth. When a
person indicates interest in the property, the real home may
staged in a manner that matches the staging of the virtual
home before the interested person is given access to the real

“Tracking the action” could involve smooth tracking, as
might be facilitated by a camera on rails, or “jump” tracking,
where the virtual location jumps from one to another of a

residential or commercial. The selected virtual furnishings
are staged within the virtual version of the real estate, option
ally using the services of an interior decorator or other trained
person. The virtual items for staging may be added to models

of existing furnishing already present in the real facility and
modeled in the virtual facility. A preferential weight may be

behind the away team’s goal during the ?rst period, at the
center line during the second period, and behind the home
team’s goal during the third period, for example. In an alter

50

its point of viewito line up the virtual box point of view to
match the location of the football at the start of each play.

Multiple boxes may be used simultaneously, each sharing
the same virtual position on the ?eld. Regardless of the extent
virtual position on the ?eld, each box may have a side wall
looking in on another virtual box. In this way, a husband
55

deployed with the military in Iraq might enjoy a seat in a
virtual box next to his wife, in a different virtual box in Los

Angeles. The shared wall would, in an aspect, be contiguous
with the image on the front of the virtual box, so that it would
appear when looking at the front right comer of the box,
60

where the front image and the adjoining virtual box image
join, as if the user is actually sitting next to the occupants of
the second virtual box. The transmission of images between
the boxes may be three dimensional as well. Such transmis
sion could be “muted”, blanked, or otherwise controlled by
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users in one or both boxes, either by individual choice or by

consensus. The virtual positions of the two adjoining boxes
may be set so that the displays in each box correspond to the
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view of the ?eld that would exist if the boxes were actually

The ambient sound level may be controlled by the users of
the virtual box. For example, users watching a concert might
make it louder or quieter. The location of the sound receivers
need not correspond with the point of view inuse in the virtual
box. The location of the apparent sound reception may be
digitally or otherwise altered to correspond to the virtual
position of the box as the box moves virtually around the ?eld.

adjoining. Alternatively, the boxes could enjoy differing
views. The portion of the video on the side of the virtual box
that looks out at the ?eld (i.e. a person in a virtual box looks
to the right and sees, on the right wall, part of the ?eld, and the
people on the box to the right) may be controlled to display
the view that the users of the virtual box would expect to see

if the boxes were located in virtual adjacent positions relative

The box may be licensed or sold to a user group on a plan
where the food or other accoutrements are included. In an

to the ?eld, even if the boxes are located in virtual non

adjacent positions. Alternatively, such portion of the view

aspect, a door to the box is located in a location similar to that
where a door would be located in a physical box seat. Pref

may re?ect what the persons in the adjacent box actually see,
even if positioned in a non-adjacent virtual position. Finally,

erably, the door is adorned with an image transmission device

a combination make be used, where there is an indicator of the

(for example, another 3-D monitor) so that the door disap

view available through the other virtual box, in one imple
mentation by displaying the view available on the other vir

pears or at least blends into the other portions of the display
when not in use.

For events where items need to be transmitted to the event

tual box in some other place in the ?rst virtual box, such as on
the back wall. Optionally, the back wall may also be used to

or from the event, printers, 3-D printers, t-shirt printers,
money reception and transmission devices, haptics inter

display fans (or real, stock footage, avatars, or arti?cially
generated). Optionally, the back wall, ceiling, overlays to the
front wall, or other surfaces may be used to carry additional
game data, data related to other events, or additional views of
the game. In this manner, for example, a single box may

20

contain a front-facing wall showing the view from the home
team’s goal, and a back wall showing the view from the away

team’s goal.

25

private magic show or dance and wish to tip the performer.

When adjacent boxes are connected, the distance between
the location of each box and the location of the original event
may create timing problems. For example, a user in Sydney,
Australia viewing a game from a virtually adjacent box to his

brother in London, where the game originates in Los Angeles,

The user puts a bill into a bill receptor in the virtual box or
charges a credit card, and a bill or some other token or indi

cation that a payment has been made for the performer
30

environment such as a CGI-generated set, and other environ
ments.
35

sible location hovering above the audience and stage. Dis
plays may be placed on any surface within the box, including
on the ?oor and furnishings, and even on clothes of persons
40

within the virtual box. One aspect of this is that it may be
utilized to make it appear as if the ?oor or furnishings are
invisible, or that the user is ?oating above or around the event.

minimum delay necessary to ensure near- simultaneous

reception and transmission of reactions and events. Thus, the
transmission of game events to London might be delayed an

Existing surround sound technology is used to recreate the

additional 1900 ms, making the events take 2000 ms to dis

play in London. The transmission of game events to Sydney

These inventions allow concert-goers to have virtual box
seats on stage, in the front row, or even in a physically impos

a fraction of a second before a goal is scored), the virtual
boxes and/ or the head end at the event and/or the head end

transmitting the event, or a combination thereof, exchange
timing data and agree on a delay greater than or equal to the

emerges from a machine at the event. Note that the virtual box

may be used to view night clubs, magic shows, small club
concerts, large sporting events, or a completely virtualized

Calif., might have to endure a 500 ms delay in the transmis
sion of the video from the game to his box, and a 250 ms delay
in the transmission of his reaction to the other box in London
and a 100 ms delay in the transmission of the game to London.

To prevent the delay from impairing the realism of the expe
rience (such as by seeing the fans in the London box cheering

faces, and similar devices are integrated. For example, a user
in the virtual box may wish to visit the souvenir stand. One
side wall becomes the souvenir stand. The user ?nds a t-shirt
he wants and orders it. It may be then printed on a t-shirt
printer located in or near the box location, or, in the alternative
shipped to an address speci?ed by the user or to the location
of the box. In another example, a user may be watching a

sound at the event.
45

Loud sounds or events, such as fans stomping their feet,

might be delayed an additional 1500 ms, for a 2000 ms delay

may be accompanied by generation of vibrations in the virtual

in game transmission to Sydney. Optionally, the connection
speed between the boxes would be made identical (so if three
boxes were adjacent, similar leveling technology ensures
simultaneous transmission of reactions to all boxes). The
portion of the side view showing action on the ?eld would be
delayed by a different amount than the audience portion,

box. Other characteristics of the environment, such as smells,
temperature, winds, or rain, may be recreated within the
50

It is sometimes preferable to adopt the point of view of a

ensuring that all views of the ?eld action are timed to corre

spond to each other (so that the portion viewed in the side
view are not displaced temporally from the front portions).

virtual box to add to the verisimilitude. Such features may
optionally be altered or declined by the users of the virtual
box.
player within a game, or a performer in a concert. In one

implementation, one or more players, umpires, participants,
55

or fans wear (physically or via digital reconstruction from

Where one of the side views is not an adjoining virtual box,
but a real physical box or simply actual stadium seats, the side

other signals) transmission devices. Preferably, the transmis

view should preferably share the delay utilized by the front

sound received at each ear. The transmission is sent to the
users either through the virtual box sound and video recre

sion devices correspond to the view from each eye, and the

View.

The virtual point of view may actually be on the ?eld. In an
aspect, the cameras are placed in front of any visual barriers
(such as plexiglass in hockey), or such barriers are digitally
removed. The box seats could thus appear to be directly on the

ice. In football, for example, the box seat might be virtually
located directly on the goal line. The point of view may also
be altered digitally to move up and down the ?eld with the
action.

60

ation facilities, through glasses, headphones, or a combina
tion thereof. In such an implementation, users could choose to
view a baseball game through the eyes of a pitcher, or feel and

65

experience a hockey game through the eyes of a forward.
When the forward is checked against the boards, the sound
and visual disorientation would be shared with those in the
box. A motion sensor, or an algorithm that determines when

noise, video input, or a combination thereof is likely to indi
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cate a physical impact with the player, is used to optionally

data for a speci?c purpose, for example private real-estate
related images. Image data may also be stored in the memory

create a shake motion within the virtual box.

sions temporarily or for the duration of the event or longer.
Another implementation of these inventions is to transmit

104 or other memory in communication with the computer
101.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an example of a telep
resence system 200 for indicating information about use of a
virtual 3-D model 222 inside of the physical space 202 on

the image and/or sound data through glasses, either indepen

which the model 222 is based. The system 200 may comprise

dently or in combination with the use of a virtual box, or in
combination with a television or other video display device.

a virtual world interface server 21 0, which may be con?gured
similarly to the computer 101 shown in FIG. 1. The virtual

In an aspect, a user may choose to virtually “inhabit” one of a

world server 210 may provide software and data to one or

plurality of players in a game, or performers in a concert,
changing among players or performers as the user desires or
based on a ruleset. For example, a rule for viewing baseball
may specify that the view baseball is taken current batter’s

more remote clients 212 for accessing and using a 3-D virtual

If preferable to avoid motion sickness, limitations on the
velocity with which the images may move may be imple
mented. Optionally, images may be reduced to two dimen

model 222 ofa physical place 202, via a WAN 208. A robot
204 may be located in the physical space 202 and in commu
nication with a controller 206. The controller 206 may be in
communication with the client 212 via the WAN 208. The
controller may determine the location and orientation of the
robot 204 relative to the physical space 202 using a vision
system or other data collection device. The robot 204 may

eyes except during a ?elding play. Point of view glasses and
audio input may be utilized to enhance a virtual box by
providing additional points of view for individual users of a
box when other users may wish different points of view.
Users of the box may optionally change games or events
mid-way, during half-times, or even have different events
taking place on a plurality of the walls within the virtual box.

20

Further Examples
25

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an example of virtual
place creation and management system 100 such as may be
used to perform methods described herein. System 100 may
comprise, for example, a computer 101 including at least a
processor or CPU 102 and a memory 104 for holding data and

30

program instructions. When executed by the CPU 102, the
program instructions may cause the computer 101 to perform
one or more method and operations as disclosed herein. The

computer 101 may further comprise or be connected to a

display device 106 for providing a graphical or text display of
software output, and a user input device 110, for example a

35

have, but is not required to have, a locomotion system capable
of moving the robot around the space 202 in translation 218
and rotation 220, under the control of the controller 206. The
robot 204 may include a light emitting device 228, for

example, a laser, light emitting diode, lamp, or projector. The
light emitting device 228 may be controlled by the controller
206 to direct a light beam 216 or projected image in a speci?c
direction or along a speci?c vector.
In operation, the server 21 0 may serve programs and data to
the client 212 to enable interactive use of a 3-D model 222,
including operating an avatar 224 inside of the model. The
avatar 224 may responds to user input control from the client
212 to move within the modeled space 222. In addition, the

client experiences the modeled space 222 through a view
point, which may be aligned with an apparent avatar view as
indicated by orientation of modeled avatar eyes, may be
determined independently of any avatar con?guration, or

keyboard, mouse, keyboard, microphone, touchscreen,

may be determined based on a combination of avatar state and

touchpad, or some combination of these and similar input
devices. The computer 101 may be in communication with a

independent input.

Wide Area Network (WAN) 112, for example, the Internet,

In an aspect, a user viewpoint of the model space 222 may
40

via a network interface component 108.

The computer 101 may receive data including user input
from a client component 116, which may be in communica
tion with the computer 101 via the WAN 112. A client com
ponent may include hardware elements similar to computer
101, but in a form factor for client use. In an embodiment, the

be indicated in the physical space 202 using the robot 204 and
the light beam 216. For example, if the object 226 appears in
the center of the ?eld of view of the current viewpoint being
used by the client 212, the controller 206 may receive view
point information from the client 212 or server 210 and cause

45

the robot to direct a light beam 216 onto the corresponding

object 214 in the physical space. In addition, the controller

client 212 may be embedded in a user interface controller for

may cause the robot to move in the physical space to re?ect

a virtual box seat, an include microphone input. The computer
101 may provide output to the client 116 in response to user
input. The output may include a virtual world interface for
accessing a 3-D virtual model of a place, including operating
a avatar within a 3-D model, editing the 3-D model or objects
contain in the model, or otherwise interacting with the virtual
3-D model. In a separate aspect, the output may include video

the current position of the avatar 224 in the modeled space
222. In this way, a person inside of the physical space 202 may
50

data for display on one or more surfaces inside of a virtual box 55

seat enclosure, using a projector or other display technology.
The computer 101 may receive image data from an image
server 114. In an aspect, the image data may include real
time, or near real-time video data for processing and supply
ing to a virtual box seat apparatus. The computer 101 may be
part of such an apparatus. In a separate aspect, the image data

be kept informed of activities, especially including the gaze,
of persons viewing or using the modeled space 222. This may
be useful for monitoring user interest in various objects in a
space. The modeled space 222 may in some instances include
live video data from the physical space, for example, when a
performance is going on and projected in real time or near real
time inside of a surface in the physical model. The robot 204

may similarly be used to dispense tips, vouchers, or other
physical objects in the physical space, in response to pay
60

may include image data from imaging a particular place. The
computer may receive the place-related images from an

ments or requests made using a client interacting inside of the
virtual space 222.
In an aspect as diagrammed in FIG. 3, a method 300 for
providing a virtual 3-D model of a de?ned physical place may

include obtaining 302 images of a physical place. The images

image server 114, which may be implemented as a search

may be obtained in response to a triggering event related to

network, using an indexing system. In the alternative, the

the de?ned physical place. Further variations and details for
obtaining images, or triggering the obtaining of images, are

image server may be a dedicated for holding place-related

described hereinabove and below. The method 300 may fur

engine for locating images on other nodes of a computer

65
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ther include determining 304 a surface geometry of the
de?ned place and supplying texture maps to the surface

additional modeled objects from a catalog for adding to the

geometry, using the images. Any suitable method may be

3-D model, and creating a record of selected ones of the
additional modeled objects in response to user selection of

used. The method 300 may further include creating 306 a 3-D

one or more of the additional modeled objects. The method

model of the de?ned place in a computer memory using the

400 may further include enabling the user to determine place
ment of the remaining ones of the modeled objects and the
selected ones of the additional modeled objects in the 3-D
model, and creating a placement record. The method 400 may

surface geometry and texture maps, and providing 308 a user
interface for remote access to the 3-D model.

In additional aspects related to the operation 302, the
method 300 may further include monitoring queries provided

further include generating an order for staging the physical
place, using the record of remaining ones of the modeled

to a search engine to detect the triggering event comprising a

rate of queries including an identi?er for the de?ned physical
place exceeding a threshold. The method 300 may further

objects, the record of selected ones of the additional modeled

objects, and the placement record. An example scenario for
using the foregoing operations for staging a property for sale
has been discussed severally above.

include monitoring a current popularity of online news stories

to detect the triggering event comprising a relative popularity
of online articles that include an identi?er for the de?ned

physical place exceeding a threshold. This may be useful, for
example, in providing virtual 3-D models enjoying current
popular interest due to events in the news. In addition, the
method 300 may further include monitoring a news feed to
detect the triggering event comprising a newsworthy event

20

taking place at the de?ned physical place. In such case, the
obtaining of the images may include obtaining video or pho
tographic images from news reports of the newsworthy event.
The method 300 may further include monitoring a real
estate listing to detect the triggering event. For example, a
realtor may request a 3D virtual model be created and made
available to aid in marketing a real estate listing. In such

current viewpoint of a user independently of avatar move

ment. The telepresence method 500 may further include con
25

cases, the required images of the property may have already
been obtained and made available through an online elec
tronic listing service. The method may further include
enabling use of the 3-D model in an online virtual world

In a separate aspect as shown in FIG. 5, a telepresence
method 500 may include linking 502 a robotic device placed
in a physical place to an interactive interface including a
virtual 3-D model of the place, for example, via a WAN
connection. The telepresence method 500 may further
include tracking 504 virtual motion of an avatar in the inter
active environment relative to the virtual 3-D model. In the
alternative, or in addition, the method may include tracking a

30

trolling 506 movement of the robotic device in the physical
place to indicate virtual motion of the avatar in the virtual 3 -D
model. In the alternative, or in addition, the method 500 may
include emitting 508 a beam of light from the robotic device
to indicate a direction of gaze of the avatar. In the alternative,
the beam of light may be controlled to indicate a current user

viewpoint in the virtual space.
The telepresence method 500 may further include operat

environment, to provide the user interface. In addition, the

method may further include obtaining the images by querying

ing an audio link between the robotic device and a user

an image database, which may include a search engine for

controlling the avatar in the interactive environment. The
telepresence method 500 may further include projecting an
image from the robotic device to indicate a position of the
avatar in the virtual 3-D model. The telepresence method 500
may further include projecting the image from the robotic
device including an image of a user controlling the avatar in
the interactive environment.

image data.

35

The method 300 may further include processing selected
ones of the images to remove objects smaller than a speci?ed
size from the selected images, in response to a user declutter

request. Further details regarding features and aspects of
decluttering are provided in the description above.

40

The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits,

In a separate aspect as shown in FIG. 4, a method 400 for

and algorithm steps described in connection with the disclo

con?guring a physical space may include creating 402 a 3-D
model of a physical place in a computer memory using the
surface geometry and texture maps taken at least in part from

digital images of the physical place. The method 400 may

sure herein may be implemented as electronic hardware,
45

further include serving 404 the 3-D model in a remotely

accessible virtual world interactive interface, including inde

pendently modeled digital objects appearing in the digital
images. The method may further include 406 linking the
virtual world interactive interface for access via an online real

50

estate listing for property including the physical place. Pro
spective buyers may therefore tour and virtually inspect a

ing ways for each particular application, but such implemen
tation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a depar
ture from the scope of the present disclosure.

property for sale from the convenience of a remote access

terminal. The virtual world interface may provide additional
features and tools to assist and encourage buyers to make a
purchase decision, as described in more detail above. These
additional features may be integrated into the method 400.

55
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smaller than the minimum object size. The method 400 may
further include enabling a user to select ones of the indepen

dently modeled objects for removal from the 3-D model,
using the virtual world interactive interface, and creating a
record of remaining ones of the modeled objects in response
to user removal of one or more of the modeled objects. The

method 400 may further include enabling the user to select

For example, the various illustrative logical blocks, mod
ules, and circuits described in connection with the disclosure
herein may be implemented or performed with a general
purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an appli
cation speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC), a ?eld program

For example, in additional aspects, the method 400 may

further include receiving input specifying a minimum object
size, and decluttering the 3-D model by removing objects

computer software, or combinations of both. To clearly illus
trate this interchangeability of hardware and software, vari
ous illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, and
steps have been described above generally in terms of their
functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented as
hardware or software depends upon the particular application
and design constraints imposed on the overall system. Skilled
artisans may implement the described functionality in vary
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mable gate array (FPGA) or other programmable logic
device, discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware
components, or any combination thereof designed to perform
the functions described herein. A general-purpose processor
may be a microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor
may be any conventional processor, controller, microcontrol
ler, or state machine. A processor may also be implemented as
a combination of computing devices, e.g., a combination of a
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DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors,

virtual world interactive interface, and creating a record
of remaining ones of the independently modeled digital

one or more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core,

or any other such con?guration.
The steps of a method or algorithm described in connection
with the disclosure herein may be embodied directly in hard

objects in response to user removal of one or more of the

independently modeled digital objects.
5

ware, in a software module executed by a processor, or in a

combination of the two. A software module may reside in
RAM memory, ?ash memory, ROM memory, EPROM
memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard disk, a remov

able disk, an optical disc, or any other form of storage
medium known in the art. An exemplary storage medium is

user to select additional modeled objects from a catalog for

adding to the 3-D model, and creating a record of selected

coupled to the processor such that the processor can read

ones of the additional modeled objects in response to user
selection of one or more of the additional modeled objects.

information from, and write information to, the storage
medium. In the alternative, the storage medium may be inte
gral to the processor. The processor and the storage medium
may reside in an Application-Speci?c Integrated Circuit
(ASIC). The ASIC may reside in a gaming device or other
system element. In the alternative, the processor and the stor
age medium may reside as discrete components in a gaming
device or other system element.
In one or more exemplary designs, the functions described

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising enabling the
user to determine placement of the remaining ones of the

independently modeled digital objects and the selected ones

20

the record of selected ones of the additional modeled objects,

tions may be stored on or transmitted over as one or more
25

puter-readable media includes both computer storage media
and communication media including any non-transitory
medium that facilitates transfer of a computer program from
one place to another. A storage media may be any available
media that can be accessed by a general purpose or special

ing a processor operatively coupled to a memory, the memory

creating a 3-D model of a physical place in a computer
memory using surface geometry and texture maps taken
30

world interactive interface, including independently
modeled digital objects appearing in the digital images;

data structures and that can be accessed by a general-purpose
or special-purpose computer, or a general-purpose or special
purpose processor. Disk and disc, as used herein, includes but

linking the virtual world interactive interface for access via
an online real estate listing for property including the

physical place; and
enabling a user to select ones of the independently modeled

digital objects for removal from the 3 -D model, using the
40

virtual world interactive interface, and creating a record
of remaining ones of the independently modeled digital
objects in response to user removal of one or more of the

independently modeled digital objects.

while discs reproduce data optically with lasers. Combina

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the memory holds
further instructions for:

tions of the above should also be included within the scope of
45

nodes described herein, or portions thereof, may be coded as
machine readable instructions for performance by one or
more programmable computers, and recorded on a computer

readable media. The described systems and processes merely

at least in part from digital images of the physical place;
serving the 3-D model in a remotely accessible virtual

devices, or any other medium that can be used to carry or store 35
desired program code means in the form of instructions or

computer-readable media.
Processes performed by the gaming machines, or system

and the placement record.
6. An apparatus for con?guring a physical space, compris
holding program instructions for:

purpose computer. By way of example, and not limitation,
such computer-readable media can comprise RAM, ROM,
EEPROM, CD-ROM, DVD, Blu-ray or other optical disc
storage, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage

is not limited to compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc,
digital versatile disc (DVD), magnetic hard disk and Blu-ray
disc, wherein disks usually reproduce data magnetically,

of the additional modeled objects in the 3D model, and cre
ating a placement record.
5. The method of claim 4, further comprising generating an

order for staging the physical place, using the record of
remaining ones of the independently modeled digital objects,

may be implemented in hardware, software, ?rmware, or any
combination thereof. If implemented in software, the func
instructions or code on a computer-readable medium. Com

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving
input specifying a minimum object size; and
decluttering the 3-D model by removing objects smaller
than the minimum object size.
3. The method of claim 1, further comprising enabling the
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receiving input specifying a minimum object size; and
decluttering the 3D model by removing objects smaller
than the minimum object size.
8. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the memory holds
further instructions for enabling the user to select additional
modeled objects from a catalog for adding to the 3-D model,

exemplify various embodiments of enhanced features for use
in an apparatus, method or system for gaming. The present

and creating a record of selected ones of the additional mod

technology is not limited by these examples.

additional modeled objects.

What is claimed is:
1. A method for con?guring a physical space, the method

eled objects in response to user selection of one or more of the
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comprising:
creating a 3-D model of a physical place in a computer
memory using surface geometry and texture maps taken

at least in part from digital images of the physical place;
serving the 3-D model in a remotely accessible virtual

60

world interactive interface, including independently
modeled digital objects appearing in the digital images;

enabling a user to select ones of the independently modeled

digital objects for removal from the 3-D model, using the

objects in the 3-D model, and creating a placement record.
10. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the memory holds
further instructions for generating an order for staging the
physical place, based at least in part on the record of remain

ing ones of the independently modeled digital objects, the
record of selected ones of the additional modeled objects, and

linking the virtual world interactive interface for access via
an online real estate listing for property including the

physical place; and

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the memory holds
further instructions for enabling the user to determine place
ment of the remaining ones of the independently modeled
digital objects and the selected ones of the additional modeled

65

the placement record.
11. A non-transitory computer-readable medium holding
program instructions that when executed by a processor cause

a computer to perform operations comprising:
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13. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of

creating a 3-D model of a physical place in a computer
memory using surface geometry and texture maps taken

claim 11, holding further instructions for enabling the user to
select additional modeled objects from a catalog for adding to
the 3-D model, and creating a record of selected ones of the

at least in part from digital images of the physical place;
serving the 3-D model in a remotely accessible virtual

world interactive interface, including independently
modeled digital objects appearing in the digital images;

additional modeled objects in response to user selection of
one or more of the additional modeled objects.

linking the virtual world interactive interface for access via
an online real estate listing for property including the

14. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 13, holding further instructions for enabling the user to
determine placement of the remaining ones of the indepen
dently modeled digital objects and the selected ones of the
additional modeled objects in the 3D model, and creating a

physical place; and
enabling a user to select ones of the independently modeled

digital objects for removal from the 3-D model, using the
virtual world interactive interface, and creating a record
of remaining ones of the independently modeled digital

placement record.
15. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of

objects in response to user removal of one or more of the

independently modeled digital objects.
12. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 11, holding further instructions for:
receiving input specifying a minimum object size; and
decluttering the 3-0 model by removing objects smaller
than the minimum object size.

15

claim 11, holding further instructions for generating an order
for staging the physical place, based at least in part on the
record of remaining ones of the independently modeled digi
tal objects, the record of selected ones of the additional mod

eled objects, and the placement record.
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